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"How To Discover Multiple Red Hot Keywords For Your Web Pages So You Can..." ... Rank Your

Websites HIGH In Popular Search Engine Results, Take the Guesswork out of grabbing the potential

keywords you need, And use them to Drive In HOT FREE Targeted Traffic! From The Desk Of [Your

Name] Date: Sunday, August 15, 2010 Dear Search Engine Optimist, If you would like to: * Quickly

discover red hot, profitable keywords for your niche web pages, * Rank your websites high in Search

Engines for popular search results, * Receive FREE targeted traffic from major Search Engines at full

throttle, and * Get Focused and specific keywords for your PPC Campaigns Then this letter is a MUST

READ, as it will show you how YOU can accomplish all these in less than 5 minutes from now! My name

is [Your Name] , and I have discovered a solution that can enable you to achieve all this in almost

instantly! You and I know that Search Engine Optimization is one of the best ways to go, especially if you

DON'T want to spend a fortune on traffic-generating. After all, Search Engines are usually the first things

Internet users use when they start searching for information they need. And if these Search Engine users

come across your website in droves, you stand a high chance earning from every visitor to your website.

While this online success equation is rather simple, the problems are more complicated than that. For

starters, more than 90 of your Search Engine Optimization success depends heavily on profitable

keywords. In other words, if you don't have laser-focused keywords displayed and embedded in your web

pages, you: * CANNOT rank your web pages high for popular Search Engine results. Notice I said

"popular" and not just any kind of obscure search results. You want to have your web pages listed in the

TOP 3 pages for keyword results that people often type into the Search Box everyday for your niche. If

you cannot have that accomplished, you in effect... * CANNOT receive FREE targeted traffic. Since

Search Engine users on the average do not search beyond 3 pages on specific results, you are likely not
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able to receive FREE Search Engine traffic, short of being ranked in the top 3 pages for your

hot-searched niche keywords. You also... * CANNOT find specific enough keywords for your PPC

campaigns. It is hard enough to sit around trying to find the right keywords for your PPC Campaigns.

There is no shadow beyond a doubt that it has to do with your poor choice of keywords and its density in

your web pages! Since the ads are irrelevant, you won't much, if any at all, from this program, even IF you

manage to drive in targeted traffic into the web page. I mean, what are the chance of a gardening

enthusiasts clicking on an ad that is related to finance and mortgages? But these problems are ready to

be past, because I will be... Introducing: Keyword Niche Power The Solution To End Your Search Engine

Optimizing Agony Is Finally Here, For Finding Potential Keyword Niches Has Never Been Easier! With

Keyword Niche Power, You Can: * Easily search website sub directories and pages and uncover

profitable keywords responsible for high Google PageRank (PR)! * Speedily and effectively calculate the

keyword density, * Find your keyword niches with this very flexible and customizable tool! * Perform

keyword analysis and extraction in seconds, even if you have a dial up connection! * Quickly find meta

tag keywords and later narrow down the search to laser-focused, red hot keywords you should be using

for your web pages for maximum Search Engine Optimization! * Increase your web page's ranking for

popular, related searches in major Search Engines using potential keywords! * Analyze upto specified

directory depth, and find high ranking meta-keywords in specified pages in ascending order, * View

results with specific keywords and Google PR page-wise with a few easy clicks of the mouse, * Save your

keyword researches and results in Meta Tag files, TXT or even Excel Spreadsheet format for your own

convenience! * Analyze keywords for your PPC Campaigns with ease, enabling you to research the

profitability of your chosen niche market! * Take the extracted keywords and find even more specific

potential keywords and its market keyword count. * And much, much more!
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